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Resource theory of quantum coherence originated like entanglement in quantum information the-
ory. However, still now proper classification of quantum states is missing under coherence. In this
work, we have provided a classification of states under local incoherent operations. We have suc-
ceeded in deriving the necessary and sufficient condition for which two pure multipartite states are
equivalent under stochastic local incoherent operations and classical communications (SLICC) and
local incoherent operations and classical communications (LICC). In particular, we have succeeded
in characterizing three qubit pure states under SLICC. Our result reveals the existence of infinite
number of SLICC inequivalent classes for three qubit systems.

PACS numbers: 03.67.Mn; 03.65.Ud.

I. INTRODUCTION

Resource theories offer a powerful framework in
quantum information theory for understanding how
certain physical properties naturally change within a
physical system [1–3]. It provides a tool to achieve
tasks that are not possible by the laws of classical
physics. Quantum resource theory generally consists
of two basic elements: (i) free states and (ii) free
operations. Entanglement is one of the most useful
resource in quantum information theory where free
states are separable states and free operations are local
operations alongwith classical communications (in short,
LOCC). Several uses of entanglement including telepor-
tation, dense coding [4, 5], quantum computation [5, 6],
quantum cryptography[2], provide us entanglement as
a good resource in quantum information processing tasks.

Quantum coherence is another important resource
which originates from superposition of quantum states
[7–18, 26]. It plays an important role in the study of
quantum thermodynamics [19–21], biological systems
[22], etc. Baumgratz et al., proposed the basic notions
of incoherent states, incoherent operations and also
proposed the necessary conditions that any measure of
coherence should satisfy [7]. There are lot of research
works done on resource theory of coherence on single
qubit systems. For better understanding of resource
theoretic aspects of coherence, it is also necessary
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to study coherence in multipartite scenario. On the
basis of classification of multipartite states, one could
understand the coherence in multipartite system more
profoundly and that could help us to carry out coher-
ence as a resource in implementing various protocols
in multipartite systems. Classification of bipartite
systems in coherence resource theory was proposed
recently [27]. In our work, we shall discuss on classifica-
tion of multipartite system in general and in particular,
pure three qubit states under local incoherent operations.

In resource theory of entanglement a complete clas-
sification of pure three qubit states with respect to
stochastic local operation with classical communica-
tion(SLOCC) were proposed [23]. In this classification,
conversion of states were done through SLOCC, i.e.,
through LOCC but without restricting that it has to be
done with certainty. This classification contains separa-
ble states, biseparable states and two genuine three qubit
entangled states namely GHZ and W states. Conversion
of states between two different classes is not possible via
SLOCC. In our work, we will classify pure three qubit
states with respect to stochastic local incoherent opera-
tion with classical communication(SLICC). We will first
derive necessary and sufficient condition for equivalence
of two states under SLICC. Thereafter, we will use this
result to classify pure three qubit states with respect to
SLICC. We will provide an interesting result that there
exists infinite number of SLICC inequivalent class un-
der SLICC in contrast with only six SLOCC inequivalent
classes exists for pure three qubit states.

II. REVIEW ON RESOURCE THEORY OF

COHERENCE

Characterization of resource theory of coherence is
based on mainly two essential ingredients, incoherent
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states as free states and incoherent operations as free
operations.

Incoherent states: To define incoherent states, we
first fix a specific basis {|i〉 , i = 1, ...., d} of the Hilbert
space representing a quantum system. The set of inco-
herent states I are the all density matrices which are
diagonal in this basis [7]:

ρ =
∑

i

pi |i〉 〈i|

Definition of incoherent operations in resource theory
of coherence are not unique. Two important incoherent
operations are,
Incoherent operations: Incoherent operations [7]

are characterized as the set of trace preserving completely
positive maps admitting a set of Kraus operators {Kn}
such that

∑

nK
†
nKn = I and, for all n and ρ ∈ I,

KnρK
†
n

Tr[KnρK
†
n]

∈ I

From the definition of incoherent operations, it is clear
that for any possible outcome, coherence can never be
generated from incoherent states via this operation, not
even probabilistically.
Kraus operators representing incoherent operations

has the form Kn =
∑

n cn |f(n)〉 〈n|, where |f(n)〉 is
many to one function from basis set onto itself.

Strictly incoherent operations: Strictly incoherent
operations [17, 18] are represented by set of completely
positive, trace preserving maps having Kraus operator
representation {Kn}n such that

Kn △ (ρ)K†
n = △(KnρK

†
n) ∀n, ∀ ρ,

where ∆ denotes completely dephasing map.
Kraus operator representing strictly incoherent opera-

tions has the form Kn =
∑

n cn |π(n)〉 〈n|, where |π(n)〉
is permutation from basis set onto itself. The quantifi-
cation procedure is based on the following notions.

Measure of coherence: Any functional C which
maps the set of states to the set of non negative real
numbers should satisfy following properties in order to
be a proper coherence measure [7]:
(C1)Non-negativity:

C(ρ) ≥ 0

in general, with equality if and only if ρ is incoherent.
(C2) Monotonicity: C does not increase under the action
of incoherent operations, i.e.,

C(Λ[ρ]) ≤ C(ρ)

for any incoherent operation Λ.
(C3) Strong monotonicity: C does not increase on aver-
age under selective incoherent operations, i.e.,

∑

i

qiC(σi) ≤ C(ρ)

with probabilities qi = Tr[KiρK
†
i ], post measurement

states σi =
KiρK

†
i

qi
, and incoherent Kraus operators Ki.

(C4) Convexity: C is a convex function of the state, i.e.,

∑

i

piC(ρi) ≥ C(
∑

i

piρi)

Incoherent operations in multipartite case:

Now, it comes to identify the free operations in multi-
party systems. The framework of local operation and
classical communications (LOCC) is an important part
of resource theory of entanglement as it is used in various
quantum information processing tasks like, teleportation,
state transformations, etc. In the LOCC protocol, mul-
tiple parties who are spatially separated from each other
are allowed to perform only local operations on their sub-
systems and they are allowed to communicate with each
other via classical communication channels. It is very dif-
ficult to represent this protocol mathematically as LOCC
operation can include arbitrary number of classical com-
munications. Now, if in the above protocol, all the parties
are allowed to perform only incoherent operations then
corresponding protocol is known as local incoherent oper-
ation with classical communications(LICC) [11, 12]. Like
LOCC it is also very difficult to represent whole LICC.
operation mathematically.
Stochastic LICC (SLICC) operations describe state

which can be interconverted by LICC non deterministi-
cally but with a non zero probability of success.

III. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT

CONDITION FOR EQUIVALENCE OF TWO

MULTIPARTITE PURE STATES UNDER SLICC

AND LICC

To focus our main results we adopt some important
consequences from multipartite entanglement.

Lemma 1:[23] If the vectors |ψ〉, |φ〉 ∈
HA ⊗ HB ⊗ ......... ⊗ HN are connected by a local
operator as |φ〉 = A⊗B ⊗ .........⊗N |ψ〉, then the local

ranks satisfy r(ρψk ) > r(ρφk ), k=A,B,......,N.

Lemma 2:[23] Two pure states of a multipartite
system are equivalent under SLOCC if and only if they
are related by a local, invertible operator.

Above lemma gives necessary and sufficient condition
for equivalence of two multipartite states under SLOCC.
Now, we shall use this lemma to prove necessary and
sufficient condition for equivalence of two multipartite
states under SLICC. The proof is very similar to above
lemma.

Lemma 3: Two pure states of a multipartite system
are equivalent under SLICC if and only if they are related
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by local, strictly incoherent operators A,B, ..., N such
that

|φ〉 = A⊗B ⊗ ...⊗N |ψ〉

Proof: Let the given condition holds, i.e., |φ〉 = A⊗B ⊗
...⊗N |ψ〉 , where A,B,...,N are local incoherent, invertible
operators, then we can transform |ψ〉 into |φ〉 using local
protocol with finite probability of success. For this pro-
tocol Alice need to apply POVM defined by operators,√
pAA and

√

IA − pAA†A where pA 6 1 is a possible

weight such that pAA
†A 6 IA and similarly for the rest

of the parties.
Then this protocol converts |ψ〉 to |φ〉 successfully with
probability pApB...pN . If in addition, A,B,...,N are in-
vertible operators then obviously

|ψ〉 = A−1 ⊗B−1 ⊗ ...⊗N−1 |φ〉 .

Therefore, the conversation can be reversed locally. For
the converse part, let |ψ〉 and |φ〉 are equivalent under
SLICC. Then a local, incoherent operator relates them.
We need to proof this operator can always be chosen to
be invertible.
For simplicity, we first assume that |ψ〉 and |φ〉 are related
by a local, incoherent operator acting non-trivially only
in Alice’s part, i.e.,

|φ〉 = A⊗ IB...N |ψ〉 .

We can consider Schmidt decomposition of states with
respect to part A and B,...,N.

|ψ〉 =
nψ
∑

i=1

√

λψi |i〉 |τi〉

|φ〉 =
nφ
∑

i=1

√

λφi (UA |i〉) |τi〉

where λψi , λ
φ
i > 0 for all i.

Since, |ψ〉 and |φ〉 are equivalent under SLICC, from pre-
vious lemma, we have nψ = nφ. Since each party are
restricted to perform incoherent operations only, we can
relate two local Schmidt bases in Alice’s part by an in-
coherent, local unitary UA. Here, {|i〉}ni=1 ∈ HA and
{|τi〉}ni=1 ∈ HB ⊗ ...⊗HN .
Thus the operator A in the first equation must be A =
UA(A1 +A2)
where UA is an incoherent unitary and

A1 =

nψ
∑

i=1

√

λφi

λψi
|i〉 〈i|

A2 =

n
∑

i=nψ+1

|µi〉 〈i| .

Clearly, A1 is incoherent and {|µi〉} are arbitrary un-
normalized vectors. {|µi〉} play no role here as A2 ⊗
IB...N |ψ〉 = 0. So to make A2 also incoherent, we can
write A2 as

A2 =

n
∑

i=nψ+1

|i〉 〈i| .

So, (A1 + A2) is a diagonal matrix with full rank,
which implies it is invertible and an incoherent operator.
Therefore, A = UA(A1 + A2) becomes an invertible
incoherent operator.
The general case would correspond to composing
operators A ⊗ IB...N with operator IA ⊗ B ⊗ IC...N
and similarly for the rest of the parties. The above
argument should then be applied sequentially to each
party individually.
Hence, it is proved that if |ψ〉 and |φ〉 are equivalent
under SLICC, then they are related by local, incoherent,
invertible operators.
The above condition is equivalent to the states |ψ〉 and
|φ〉 are equivalent under SLICC, if and only if they are
related by local, strictly incoherent operator(SIO).

Lemma 4: Two pure states |ψ〉 and |φ〉 of a multipar-
tite system are equivalent under LICC if and only if they
are related by local, incoherent, invertible and unitary
operators A,B, ..., N such that

|φ〉 = A⊗B ⊗ ...⊗N |ψ〉 .

Proof: Using LICC protocol we can convert a state
|ψ〉 into a state |φ〉 with certainty, i.e., this is similar like
SLICC protocol but state conversion are done with unit
probability. If we want to convert a state |ψ〉 into |φ〉
with unit probability then we have to choose operation
such that trace is preserved, i.e., operation must satisfy
completeness condition. In the above lemma, if we choose
three operators A,B and C such that they satisfy com-
pleteness condition, i.e., A†A⊗B†B ⊗C†C = I. This is
possible if and only if we choose A,B,C unitary operators,
i.e., A†A = I, B†B = I, C†C = I. This is clearly a trace
preserving operation. Thus, we can always transfer two
pure states with unit probability under LICC.
Now our aim is to classify pure three qubit states

with respect to SLICC using above lemma. For exam-
ple, equivalence of two pure three qubit states |ψ〉 and
|φ〉 under SLICC could be done if we choose three local,
strictly incoherent operators A,B,C as follows:

1)

(

a1 0
0 a2

)

,

(

b1 0
0 b2

)

,

(

c1 0
0 c2

)

2)

(

a1 0
0 a2

)

,

(

b1 0
0 b2

)

,

(

0 c1
c2 0

)

3)

(

a1 0
0 a2

)

,

(

0 b1
b2 0

)

,

(

c1 0
0 c2

)
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4)

(

0 a1
a2 0

)

,

(

b1 0
0 b2

)

,

(

c1 0
0 c2

)

5)

(

0 a1
a2 0

)

,

(

0 b1
b2 0

)

,

(

c1 0
0 c2

)

6)

(

0 a1
a2 0

)

,

(

b1 0
0 b2

)

,

(

0 c1
c2 0

)

7)

(

a1 0
0 a2

)

,

(

0 b1
b2 0

)

,

(

0 c1
c2 0

)

8)

(

0 a1
a2 0

)

,

(

0 b1
b2 0

)

,

(

0 c1
c2 0

)

If we can relate two pure three qubit states |ψ〉 and
|φ〉 by |φ〉 = A ⊗ B ⊗ C |ψ〉 with A,B,C in any of the
above combinations [(1)-(8)] then we can say that two
states will lie in same SLICC class.

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF PURE THREE

QUBIT STATES

Now, we have provided the complete classification of
pure three qubit states with respect to SLICC in tabular
format is given below. Here all SLICC inequivalent
classes of pure three qubit states are vividly observed.
Each state of the table together with its SLICC equiv-
alent states form one SLICC inequivalent class. It is
further investigated whether infinite number of SLICC
inequivalent classes exist depending on coefficients of the
states

In the tabular format we shall use the following
notations: ∆1 = ad

bc
, ∆2 = af

be
, ∆3 = af

ce
, ∆4 = af

de
,

∆5 = ae
bd
, ∆6 = af

dc
, ∆7 = bf

cd
, ∆8 = ag

ce
, ∆9 = ae

cd
,

∆10 = be
cd
, ∆11 = a2e

bcd
.

∆′
1 = a′d′

b′c′
and this case will be similar for ∆′

2 to ∆′
11.

• Number of product terms in the state is 1:

No.

SLICC inequivalet

states under

same no

of product terms

in the state

Existence of

infinite SLICC

inequivalent

classes and

conditions

1 |000〉 No

• Number of product terms in the state is 2:

No.

SLICC inequivalet

states under

same no

of product terms

in the state

Existence of

infinite SLICC

inequivalent

classes and

conditions

2a a |000〉+ b |001〉 No
2b a |000〉+ b |010〉 No
2c a |000〉+ b |011〉 No
2d a |000〉+ b |100〉 No
2e a |000〉+ b |101〉 No
2f a |000〉+ b |110〉 No
2g a |000〉+ b |111〉 No

• Number of product terms in the state is 3:

No.

SLICC inequivalet

states under

same no

of product terms

in the state

Existence of

infinite SLICC

inequivalent

classes and

conditions

3a a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |010〉 No
3b a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |100〉 No
3c a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |110〉 No
3d a |000〉+ b |011〉+ c |100〉 No
3e a |000〉+ b |011〉+ c |101〉 No
3f a |000〉+ b |010〉+ c |100〉 No
3g a |000〉+ b |010〉+ c |101〉 No

• Number of product terms in the state is 4:
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No.

SLICC inequivalet

states under

same no

of product terms

in the state

Existence of

infinite SLICC

inequivalent

classes and

conditions

4a
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |010〉

+d |100〉 No

4b
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |010〉

+d |101〉 No

4c
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |010〉

+d |110〉 No

4d
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |010〉

+d |111〉 No

4e
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |100〉

+d |101〉 No

4f
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |100〉

+d |110〉 No

4g
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |100〉

+d |111〉 No

4h
a |000〉+ b |010〉+ c |100〉

+d |110〉 No

4i
a |000〉+ b |010〉+ c |100〉

+d |111〉 No

4j
a |000〉+ b |011〉+ c |101〉

+d |110〉 No

4k
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |010〉

+d |011〉
∆′

1 = ∆1

or ∆′
1 = 1

∆1

4l
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |110〉

+d |111〉
∆′

1 = ∆1

or ∆′
1 = 1

∆1

4m
a |000〉+ b |010〉+ c |101〉

+d |111〉
∆′

1 = ∆1

or ∆′
1 = 1

∆1

4n
a |000〉+ b |011〉+ c |100〉

+d |111〉
∆′

1 = ∆1

or ∆′
1 = 1

∆1

• Number of product terms in the state is 5:

No.

SLICC inequivalet

states under

same no

of product terms

in the state

Existence of

infinite SLICC

inequivalent

classes and

conditions

5a
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |010〉

+d |011〉+ e |100〉 ∆′
1 = ∆1

5b
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |010〉

+d |100〉+ e |101〉 ∆′
5 = ∆5

5c
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |010〉

+d |100〉+ e |110〉 ∆′
9 = ∆9

5d
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |010〉

+d |100〉+ e |111〉 ∆′
11 = ∆11

5e
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |010〉

+d |101〉+ e |110〉 ∆′
10 = ∆10

5f
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |010〉

+d |101〉+ e |111〉 ∆′
9 = ∆9

5g
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |010〉

+d |110〉+ e |111〉 ∆′
5 = ∆5

• Number of product terms in the state is 6:

No.

SLICC inequivalent

states under

same no

of product

terms in

the state

Existence of

infinite SLICC

inequivalent

classes and

conditions

6a
a |000〉+ b |001〉
+c |010〉+ d |011〉
+e |100〉+ f |101〉

∆′
1 = ∆1 and ∆′

2 = ∆2

or
∆′

1 = 1/∆1 and ∆′
2 = 1/∆2

6b
a |000〉+ b |001〉
+c |010〉+ d |011〉
+e |100〉+ f |110〉

∆′
1 = ∆1 and ∆′

3 = ∆3

or
∆′

1 = 1/∆1 and ∆′
3 = 1/∆3

6c
a |000〉+ b |001〉
+c |010〉+ d |011〉
+e |100〉+ f |111〉

∆′
1 = ∆1 and ∆′

4 = ∆4

or
∆′

1 = 1/∆1 and ∆′
4 = 1/∆4

6d
a |000〉+ b |001〉
+c |010〉+ d |100〉
+e |101〉+ f |110〉

∆′
5 = ∆5 and ∆′

6 = ∆6

or
∆′

5 = 1/∆5 and ∆′
6 = 1/∆6

6e
a |000〉+ b |001〉
+c |010〉+ d |100〉
+e |101〉+ f |111〉

∆′
5 = ∆5 and ∆′

3 = ∆3

or
∆′

5 = ∆5 and ∆′
3 = 1/∆3

6f
a |000〉+ b |001〉
+c |010〉+ d |101〉
+e |110〉+ f |111〉

∆′
2 = ∆2 and ∆′

6 = ∆6

6g
a |000〉+ b |001〉
+c |011〉+ d |101〉
+e |110〉+ f |111〉

∆′
2 = ∆2 and ∆′

7 = ∆7

or
∆′

2 = 1/∆2 and ∆′
7 = ∆7
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• Number of product terms in the state is 7:

No.

SLICC inequivalet

states under

same no

of product terms

in the state

Existence of

infinite SLICC

inequivalent

classes and

conditions

7
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |010〉
+d |011〉+ e |100〉+ f |101〉

+g |110〉
∆′

1 = ∆1,∆
′
2 = ∆2

and ∆′
8 = ∆8

• Number of product terms in the state is 8:

No.

SLICC inequivalet

states under

same no

of product terms

in the state

Existence of

infinite SLICC

inequivalent

classes and

conditions

8
a |000〉+ b |001〉+ c |010〉
+d |011〉+ e |100〉+ f |101〉

+g |110〉+ h |111〉
mentioned
in appendix

A. Observations from the tables:

From the tabular form given above, we can summarize
classification of pure three qubit states with respect to
SLICC in the following way. We will subdivide different
SLOCC classes such that each class will contain different
SLICC inequivalent classes. In this way, we will try to
relate both resource theories for pure three qubit states.

1. Classification under separable class:

Firstly, we consider states from the tabular form
which lie under separable class, i.e., states of the form

|ψ〉ABC = |φ〉A ⊗ |η〉B ⊗ |τ〉C , for which all single
qubit reduced systems are pure state. Based on the
nature of coherence of reduced systems of the state, we
now subdivide this SLOCC class in the following sections.

All single qubit reduced systems are pure

incoherent state: States within SLICC inequivalent
class (1) lie under this section.

Two single qubit reduced systems are pure

incoherent and another one is pure coherent:

SLICC inequivalent classes (2d), (2b), (2a) lie under
this. These classes can be divided further into three
subsections. If we take states with reduced system A
as pure coherent then we obtain class (2d). Similarly,
if we take states with reduced system B and C as
pure coherent then we obtain classes (2b) and (2a)
respectively. So according to the change of coherence
nature of particular single qubit systems, we obtain

three different SLICC inequivalent classes.

Two single qubit reduced systems are pure

coherent and another one is pure incoherent:

This section contains classes (4k), (4e) and (4h) with
condition ad = bc. Like before these classes can be
subdivided again by taking reduced system A, B and C
as pure incoherent respectively.

All single qubit reduced reduced systems are

pure coherent: SLICC inequivalent class (8) lies under

this section with conditions ad
bc

= af
be

= ah
bg

= ag
ce

= ah
cf

=
bh
df

= bg
de

= ah
de

= 1.

2. Classification under biseparable class:

Now we consider states from the tabular form which
lie under biseparable class, i.e., states under this class

are of the form |ψ〉ABC = |φ〉A ⊗ |η〉BC , |ψ〉ABC =

|φ〉B ⊗ |η〉AC , |ψ〉ABC = |φ〉C ⊗ |η〉AB. Like separable
class this SLOCC class can be sub classified into follow-
ing sections and each section contains different SLICC
inequivalent classes.

Two single qubit reduced systems are mixed

incoherent and another one is pure incoherent:

Classes (2f), (2e) and (2c) lie under this. By taking
reduced system A, B and C as pure incoherent these
classes can be classified again into different subsections.

Two single qubit reduced systems are mixed

coherent and another one is pure incoherent:

This section contains classes (3a), (3b), (3f) and (4k),
(4e), (4h) with condition ad 6= bc. As before by taking
any particular single qubit system as pure incoherent
these classes lie in different subsections.

Two single qubit reduced systems are mixed

coherent and another one is pure coherent: Class
(8) lies under this. We further notice that if we take
reduced system A as pure coherent then we obtain class
(8) with condition af

be
= ag

ce
= ah

de
= 1, similarly, for the

choice of reduced systems B and C as pure coherent we
obtain class (8) with conditions ad

bc
= ag

ce
= ah

cf
= 1 and

ad
bc

= af
be

= ah
bg

= 1 respectively. Here we observe that

same SLICC inequivalent class lie in different subsections
based on different conditions satisfied by the coefficients
of the states within it. So, superposition plays crucial
role during this subclassification.

3. CLassification under genuine tripartite entangled class:

Now we are considering GHZ and W classes. States
within these classes can not be written in separable
or biseparable form. These two SLOCC inequivalent
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classes are genuine entangled classes. Like before we
now subclassify these two classes and we want to observe
these classes from different point of view.

All single qubit reduced systems are mixed

incoherent states: Classes (2g), (3e) and (4j) lie under
this. We further divided these classes into following
subsections. If all bipartite reduced systems are mix-
ture of two incoherent states we get class (2g). If all
bipartite reduced systems are mixture of one coherent
and one incoherent states we get class (3e) and if all
bipartite reduced systems are mixture of two coherent
states we obtain class (4j). So here superposition of
bipartite reduced systems play an important role during
subclassification. By changing nature of superposition of
the reduced bipartite systems we have obtained different
SLICC inequivalent classes.

Two single qubit reduced systems are mixed

incoherent states and another is mixed coherent:

Classes (3d), (3g), (3c) and (4n), (4m), (4l) lie under
this. We now divide these classes in different subsec-
tions. If we choose single qubit reduced system A as
mixed coherent we get classes (3d) and (4n). Similarly
by taking single qubit reduced systems B and C as
mixed coherent we get classes (3g), (4m) and (3c), (4l)
respectively. Again by changing nature of superposition
of reduced bipartite systems classes can be subclassified
again. when we consider all bipartite reduced systems
are mixture of one coherent and one incoherent states
we get classes (3d), (3g) and (3c) whereas by taking
bipartite reduced systems as mixture of two coherent
states we get classes (4n), (4m) and (4l). Here we
observe that nature of superposition of single qubit
reduced systems and bipartite reduced systems together
play an important role for subclassification.

Two single qubit reduced density matrices

are mixed coherent states and another one is

mixed incoherent: By taking reduced systems A, B
and C as mixed incoherent we get three different SLICC
inequivalent classes (4d), (4g) and (4i) respectively.

All single qubit reduced systems are mixed co-

herent: We now subdivide classes under this section
based on the superposition of the pure states present in
reduced systems.
If all single qubit reduced systems are taken as a mix-

ture of one coherent and one incoherent states, the class
(4a) appears.
Now we are considering states from the classes for

which two single qubit reduced systems are mixture of
one coherent and one incoherent states and another one
is mixture of one coherent and two incoherent states. By
taking reduced systems A, B and C as mixture of one
coherent and two incoherent states the classes (4f), (4c)
and (4b) appear respectively.
If we consider states with two single qubit reduced sys-

tems as mixture of two coherent and one incoherent states
and another one as mixture of one coherent and one in-
coherent states we get classes (5a), (5b) and (5c). By
taking any particular single qubit system as mixture of
one coherent and one incoherent states we can divide
again these classes into three different subsections.
By taking all single qubit reduced systems as mixture

of one coherent and two incoherent states we get class
(5d).
If we consider any one of the single qubit reduced sys-

tem A, B and C as mixture of two coherent and one
incoherent states we obtain classes (5e), (5f), (5g), (6c),
(6e) and (6g); where other two reduced single qubit sys-
tems of the classes (5e), (5f) and (5g) are mixture of one
coherent and two incoherent states and that of the classes
(6c), (6e) and (6g) are mixture of two coherent and two
incoherent states.
By taking reduced systems A, B and C as mixture of

three coherent states we obtain classes (6d), (6b) and
(6a) respectively.
If we take all single qubit reduced systems as mixture

of two coherent and two incoherent states we get class
(6f).
We now consider class (7) for which all single qubit

reduced systems are mixture of three coherent and one
incoherent states.
States within class (8) have the property that all single

qubit reduced systems are mixture of four coherent states
except the conditions for class (8) mentioned under sep-
arable and biseparable classes. We have seen that classes
under this section can be subdivided depending on the
nature of mixture of pure states, i.e., in other words, su-
perposition plays an important role to detect each SLICC
inequivalent classes separately.
Summarization of overall observations: We have

seen that in overall classification superposition plays an
important role. Based on nature of entanglement pure
three qubit states can be classified into separable, bisep-
arable, GHZ and W classes. But using superposition of
reduced subsystems, it is further possible to subclassify
these SLOCC classes. For example, we can take SLICC
inequivalent classes (1) and (2a). Both classes lie within
same SLOCC class, i.e., separable class but based on
nature of superposition of reduced subsystems they lie
on different SLICC classes. Same is true for (2g) and
(4c) both lie in GHZ class, but based on coherence na-
ture of reduced single qubit subsystems they are two
different SLICC classes. So using superposition we are
further able to subclassify above SLOCC classes. We
have another important observation for the classes (2a),
(2b), (2d). Reduced single qubit systems from the states
within this class have same property, i.e., two reduced
single qubit systems are incoherent and another one is
coherent. But based on particular choice of single qubit
subsystems they lie in different SLICC classes, i.e., if we
interchange nature of coherence of single qubit reduced

systems |φ〉A, |η〉B , |τ〉C then we get different SLICC
classes (2a),(2b),(2d). Same is true for (2f),(2e),(2c)
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and others. So, in overall classification, superposition of
the single qubit reduced subsystems play an important
role. Since we have done subclassification under different
SLOCC inequivalent classes, so it is possible to detect
nature of entanglement through various SLICC inequiv-
alent classes.

V. CONCLUSION

The generalized structure of coherence in multipartite
system by characterizing LICC and SLICC inequivalent
classes is completely observed. We have provided neces-
sary and sufficient condition for the equivalence of two
pure multipartite states under SLICC. We have done
complete classification of pure three qubit states using
the above condition. We have seen that there exists
infinite number of SLICC inequivalent classes for pure
three qubit system whereas only six SLOCC inquivalent
classes exist for pure three qubit states in resource the-
ory of entanglement. Using superposition nature of re-
duced subsystems of the states it is possible to subclassify

various SLOCC inequivalent classes, where each subclas-
sified SLOCC class contain SLICC inequivalent classes.
It is further possible to detect each SLICC inequivalent
classes separately by characterizing reduced single qubit
and bipartite systems. Interestingly by interchanging na-
ture of coherence of reduced subsystems we can obtain
different SLICC inequivalent classes. So superposition is
an important fact for this classification. It is also possi-
ble to detect nature of entanglement of pure three qubit
states from various SLICC inequivalent classes. In this
way we build an better understanding between resource
theory of entanglement and resource theory of coherence.
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VI. APPENDIX

• Condition for SLICC equivalance of two

states obtained by changing coefficients of states

We consider the state where number of product
terms 8, if we can convert |ψ〉 = a |000〉 + b |001〉 +
c |010〉 + d |011〉 + e |100〉 + f |101〉 + g |110〉 + h |111〉 to
|φ〉 = a′ |000〉 + b′ |001〉 + c′ |010〉 + d′ |011〉 + e′ |100〉 +
f ′ |101〉+ g′ |110〉+h′ |111〉 under SLICC then according
to above condition there exists SIO operators A

”
B,C
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such that |φ〉 = A ⊗ B ⊗ C |ψ〉. The required form of
A,B,C have been mentioned above.

(1) If we convert |ψ〉 to |φ〉 by
(

a1 0
0 a2

)

⊗
(

b1 0
0 b2

)

⊗
(

c1 0
0 c2

)

Then we have a′d′

b′c′
= ad

bc
, a

′f ′

b′e′
= af

be
, a

′h′

b′g′
= ah

bg
, a

′g′

c′e′
= ag

ce
,

a′h′

c′f ′ = ah
cf
, a

′h′

d′c′
= ah

dc

(2) If we convert |ψ〉 to |φ〉 by
(

a1 0
0 a2

)

⊗
(

b1 0
0 b2

)

⊗
(

0 c1
c2 0

)

Then we have b′c′

a′d′
= ad

bc
, b

′e′

a′f ′ =
af
be
, b

′g′

d′e′
= ah

cf
, b

′g′

a′h′ =
ah
bg
,

b′h′

d′f ′ =
ag
ce
, b

′g′

c′f ′ =
ah
ed

3) If we convert |ψ〉 to |φ〉 by
(

0 a1
a2 0

)

⊗
(

b1 0
0 b2

)

⊗
(

c1 0
0 c2

)

Then we have e′h′

g′f ′ =
ad
bc
, b

′e′

a′f ′ =
af
be
, d

′e′

c′f ′ =
ah
bg
, c

′e′

a′g′
= ag

ce
,

d′e′

b′g′
= ah

cf
, d

′e′

a′h′ =
ah
ed

4)If we convert |ψ〉 to |φ〉 by
(

a1 0
0 a2

)

⊗
(

0 b1
b2 0

)

⊗
(

c1 0
0 c2

)

Then we have b′c′

a′d′
= ad

bc
, c

′h′

d′g′
= af

be
, c

′f ′

d′e′
= ah

bg
, c

′e′

a′g′
= ag

ce
,

c′f ′

a′h′ =
ah
cf
, c

′f ′

b′g′
= ah

de

5) If we convert |ψ〉 to |φ〉 by
(

0 a1
a2 0

)

⊗
(

0 b1
b2 0

)

⊗
(

0 c1
c2 0

)

Then we have a′h′

b′g′
= ah

bg
, a

′h′

c′f ′ = ah
cf
, a

′h′

d′e′
= ah

de
, a

′d′

b′c′
= eh

dg
,

a′f ′

b′e′
= ch

dg
, a

′g′

c′e′
= bh

df

6) If we convert |ψ〉 to |φ〉 by
(

0 a1
a2 0

)

⊗
(

0 b1
b2 0

)

⊗
(

c1 0
0 c2

)

Then we have a′h′

b′g′
= bg

ah
, b

′c′

a′d′
= eh

gf
, a

′h′

c′f ′ = bg
de
, a

′h′

d′e′
= bg

cf
,

b′e′

a′f ′ =
ch
dg
, a

′g′

c′e′
= ag

ce

7) If we convert |ψ〉 to |φ〉 by
(

0 a1
a2 0

)

⊗
(

0 b1
b2 0

)

⊗
(

0 c1
c2 0

)

Then we have a′d′

b′c′
= ad

bc
, c

′f ′

a′h′ =
bg
ae
, c

′f ′

b′g′
= bg

cf
, b

′f ′

a′e′
= cg

dh
,

c′e′

a′g′
= bh

df
, d

′e′

a′h′ =
ah
de

8) If we convert |ψ〉 to |φ〉 by
(

0 a1
a2 0

)

⊗
(

b1 0
0 b2

)

⊗
(

0 c1
c2 0

)

Then we have b′c′

a′d′
= eh

fg
, c

′e′

a′g′
= bh

af
, a

′f ′

b′e′
= af

be
, b

′g′

a′h′ =
de
cf
,

c′f ′

a′h′ =
ah
cf
, d

′e′

a′h′ =
bg
cf

We have followed similar methods for states with lower
product terms and depending on these conditions we have
found existence of infinite number of SLICC inequivalent
classes for some states.


